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This acclaimed best seller from popular historian Alison Weir is a fascinating look at the Tudor
family dynasty and its most infamous ruler. The Six Wives of Henry VIII brings to life England's
oft-married monarch and the six wildly different but equally fascinating women who married him.
Gripping from the first sentence to the last and loaded with fascinating details, Weir's rich history is
a perfect blend of scholarship and entertainment.
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I have always had a soft spot for King Henry VIII's wives and enjoyed reading about them, but never
have I come across such a detailed, colorful, and engaging biography of them as this. Alison Weir
has done a phenomenal amount of research in compiling this book. She provides us with countless
details of the lives of these women, including excerpts from letters written by, addressed to, or about
them. She also dispells many of the myths that have grown up around the six Queens. For instance,
Anne Boleyn was not the promiscuous wanton she has often been described as, and Jane Seymour
may not have been quite as sweet and innocent in nature as most people believed her to be.
Coupled with her easy, fluid writing style, this factual detail brings each of the women to life. We get
to know them intimately as Weir unlocks their widely varied personalities.Katherine of Aragon
(mother of Queen 'Bloody' Mary) was a loving and devoted wife to Henry for 24 years. When he
ultimately cast her aside in hopes of finding a more fruitful wife (one who would provide him with a
male heir, which Katherine had failed to do), she firmly maintained that she was the King's true wife,

the Queen, and always would be. For the rest of her life, she never permitted anyone to call her
anything but 'Queen', even though she lived out her last miserable years in a dank, unhealthy
estate, with insufficient resources.Anne Boleyn (mother of Queen Elizabeth I) was an outspoken
and ambitious young woman, originally one of Katherine's waiting women. She caught the King's
attention and Henry developed an overwhelming passion for her. His desire to rid himself of
Katherine and marry Anne ultimately led the King to break with the Roman Catholic Church,
something scandalous and unthinkable to most of his contemporaries.

I love English history, especially the period from King Edward IV's reign through the Tudor's. Henry
VIII was one of the most powerful monarchs in British history, who ruled England in unprecedented
splendor. He has long been one of my favorite historical characters, as have three of his six wives,
Katherine of Aragon, Anne Boleyn and Katherine Parr. For better and for worse, he was certainly a
larger than life figure. (quite literally so - at his death, he was obese). I know of very few fictional
personages who are as complex and fascinating as this man, (and the women who attracted him).
Born to Elizabeth of York and King Henry VII on June 28, 1491 in Greenwich Palace. Henry was a
second son and not expected to rule. But rule he did. He became heir to the throne on the death of
his elder brother, Prince Arthur, in 1502, and succeeded in 1509. Sir Thomas More once said of
him, "If a lion knew his strength, it were hard for any man to hold him."Henry was highly intelligent,
and, as a youth, quite athletic. Described by a contemporary: "He speaks good French, Latin and
Spanish; is very religious; heard three masses daily when he hunted ... He is extremely fond of
hunting, and never takes that diversion without tiring eight or ten horses ... He is also fond of tennis."
He wrote books and composed music, and was a lavish patron of the arts. As the author of a
best-selling book, which went through 20 editions in England and Europe, attacking Martin Luther
and supporting the Roman Catholic Church, Henry was given the title "Defender of the Faith" in
1521 by the Pope.
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